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“The Greatest Mayor Young’s Response to Recent Lawsuit
In response to the
court documents. I want
Depression”
you, the people of Mount allegations made against
Vernon, to know that I city officials, the City of
Under Way
do have concerns and Mount Vernon’s Office

Kingston, NY -- “The
Greatest
Depression”
that The Trends Research
Institute forecast, well
before Wall Street or
Washington
would
acknowledge recession, is
upon us.
see The Greatest Pg. 13
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Mount
Vernon,
NY
-Following
much
speculation and conjecture
in the press regarding a
recent lawsuit filed against
the City of Mount Vernon,
Mayor Clinton I. Young,
Jr. issued the following
statement after his actual
receipt of the legal filing.
“After a week of seeing
and hearing about this
incident, I have finally
been served with official

The Hezitorial

Ed Koch

Peggy
Godfrey
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By Hezi Aris
The blood sport that
defines Yonkers politics
is guaranteed not to
disappoint. All within and
without our border who
know of the City of Hills,
will chuckle with derision
or thrust their hands as if
expecting a helping hand
from above. Until that day
comes to be, let us examine

the
protagonists
that
profess to have a handle on
acceding to the second most
powerful elected position
in Yonkers. We speak of
the office of Yonkers City
Council President.
Before we begin, would
it be too much to assert
that each declared and yet
to be declared candidate is
in their own right a “nice”
see The Hezitorial Pg.2

that those concerns have
been communicated with
the Inspector General for
further investigation.
I
also want you to know that
I will be dealing with this
issue as a whole and will
do so in a timely, but fair
manner. However, I will
say that the allegations
made in this lawsuit are
completely baseless and
border on ridiculous.”
Mount Vernon’s
Inspector
General
Launches Independent
Investigation

of Inspector General has
initiated an investigation
which will look into recent
accusations of corruption
by local administration
officials and personnel.
The allegations arose in
the context of two recently
filed federal lawsuits.
Upon a review of the
court documents, as well
as an initial review of
excerpts of purported audio
recordings, the Inspector
General said his office is
obligated to make further
see Mayor Young Pg. 13

Bronze Age Discovery
Mirrors Modern Era

Shipwreck Reveals Civilization
New York, NY -- Ten parts invention and more.
copper, one part
The questions
tin. It sounds
of exactly when,
like a simple
where and how
equation,
but
the
Bronze
the discovery of
Age
actually
this formula—
began
remain
the
essential
unanswered,
proportions
of Made of bronze, lost in time—
bronze metal— gold and silver, this a r c h e o l o g i s t s
set in motion kneeling worshiper date the era
dates back to
world-changing
somewhere
1760 B.C.
events, forever
between 3300
altering life on
and 1100 B.C.
our planet by ushering But an exhibit underway at
in the modern era of New York’s Metropolitan
metalworking, mechanical
see Bronze Age Pg. 21
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guy. May we then infer that
voting “nice” guys / gals
into office in the past has
been an abysmal failure
in reclaiming our almost
forgotten moniker, that of
the City of Gracious Living.
Are we still in agreement?
Good! The next steps will
likely whet your political
appetite.
Chuck Lesnick, incumbent
Yonkers City Council
President has completed 3
years and almost 3 months
in office. He is expected
to seek a second term. He
will seek the endorsement
of the Yonkers City
Democratic Committee in
its upcoming late March
/ early April Convention,
fending any challengers
to avoid a primary. Yet
Dennis Robertson, the
former
Yonkers
City
Councilmember
who
represented the 3rd District
believes he has the ability
to win the convention.

Were that the case, Lesnick
would not be deterred to
maintain his effort into
the primary, expecting
to dissipate Robertson’s
political energy for lack of
funding. Robertson counters
that his ability to win the
convention will catapult
him to being noticed as a
viable challenger, thereby
garnering an infusion of
funding that he believes
will carry him to the
primary and beyond.
Both men have much
to prove. Lesnick was
brought into office by
former
Yonkers
City
Council President Richard
Martinelli’s
receding
interest in fighting for his
political office, his personal
demons, and the lack of
transparency in the conduct
of his office.
The demerits of
Martinelli’s tenure in office
are lost on Lesnick.
Forgetting his foray in

government under former
Yonkers Mayor Terence
Zaleski,
Yonkersites
feigned
senility,
and
voted one of their own
into office. Martinelli
proved to be a rubber
stamp to present Yonkers
Mayor Phil Amicone. The
promise of Lesnick being
a formidable, yet astute
counterbalance to Mayor
Amicone was tattered into
shreds by Lesnick even
before he acceded into
office. Lesnick’s conduct
of alleged duplicity would
be overlooked over and
over again by his likeable
demeanor. No matter how
much anyone would be
irked by his demeanor,
position, or more often lack
thereof, all Yonkersites
wanted him to prove them
wrong. Yonkers wanted
him to succeed. More than
three years on, Yonkers
is tiring of the game.
In those ensuing years,

Lesnick became known to
Yonkers Tribune readers
as “Lesnick the Liar.” He
would too often back track
on his professed positions;
angering everyone in the
process. His legacy of being
allover the map committing
too little one could bank on
is his Achille’s Heal; he
is vulnerable, but has an
unknown edge.
Robertson must explain
his rubber stamp conduct
in unison without question
with Mayor Amicone
when he was a Yonkers
City Councilmember; his
past alliance and political
direction from former
Mayor John Spencer; and
his past association with
publisher Sam Zherka.
Yonkers City
Councilmember
Dee
Barbato, once persuaded to
retreat from her expected
challenge of Lesnick, by
her very exit destroyed the
see The Hezitorial Pg.4

Epiphany Park - a comic by Zuri A. Stanback
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The Hezitorial: Lessons Unlearned in the Past May Dismember
Yonkers’ Future From Page 2

solid wall of proponents
for extending term limits
by Yonkers City Council
President Chuck Lesnick-D,
Yonkers Majority Leader
Sandy Annabi-D, and
Minority Leader Liam
McLaughlin-R
for
succeeding
themselves
in office evaporated from
their respective radar
screens. On a tangential
plane, Mayor Amicone
believed his vision and
legacy for Yonkers was
best realized with 3 new
councilmembers and 1
new Yonkers City Council
President. To that end,
the name of Jim CastroBlanco, first ushered in
hushed tones as far back
as September 2008 would
eventually be divulged
to the public by Yonkers
Tribune on December 10,
2008.

Jim Castro-Blanco would
be first to publicly announce
his intention to challenge
Lesnick as a Republican.
Barbato would pull out
within a week’s time.
Castro-Blanco is a lawyer,
as are Lesnick, and Liam
McLaughlin (more about
him later). Castro-Blanco
exudes an independence,
steadfastness,
and
an
ability to communicate.
His forte is his potential
in expunging the flaw in
governance perceived by
strategists in City Hall. To
that end Castro-Blanco has
espoused that his prowess
to listen will empower
him to lead a City Council
devoid of rancor within
their ranks and devoid of
defiance or challenge to
the mayor. Castro-Blanco’s
initial rhetoric was met
with support but has since

waned for his lack of
personal control over his
own campaign, thereby
decrying his ability to be
anything but a “rubber
stamp.”
His
political
umbilical cord is tied to the
financial prowess Mayor
Amicone will share or
lend to his candidacy. The
astute Yonkers electorate
is beginning to recognize
a nebulous rather than a
transparent demeanor by
Castro-Blanco by the lack
of attention being paid
his candidacy. It is simply
not visible. That very fact
has permitted the public
to re-examine the value
of the concept defined
by our founding fathers,
that is, the counterbalance
inherent in the separate but
equal divisions endowed to
the offices of the executive,
legislative, and judicial

branches of government.
Castro-Blanco’s message
is being translated by the
electorate to mean that
his conjectured leadership
will be at the bidding of
Mayor Amicone and not
one of an independent,
thinking individual. His
assertion that his goal is
to quell the rancor among
the council and mayor is
understood to mean that he
is already a “rubber stamp”
to the mayor. He has time
to redefine his demeanor;
but not too much time. His
only hope is that few know
him still.
It has also been suggested
that Minority Leader Liam
McLaughlin is seriously
considering
challenging
both Lesnick and CastroBlanco. McLaughlin is also
a likeable guy. People love
him, hate him, love him.
His only hope to conduct a
viable candidacy is to win
support of the Westchester
Independence Party. He
has been an insider with
Spencer and Amicone.
He has grown more astute
since his tenure in office.
He must also distance his
past from his intended
future.
Westchester County
Conservative Chairperson
Gail Burns, employed by
Yonkers Mayor Amicone
may be pressured to support
Mayor Amicone’s choice
for City Council President,
Castro Blanco.
The battle lines will
be drawn. Lesnick or
Robertson, endorsed by the
Democrats, Castro Blanco
endorsed by the Republicans
and Conservatives, and

McLaughlin
endorsed
by the Indendence Party,
and possibly even the
Conservatives
if
the
Yonkers Firefighters who
control the Yonkers City
Conservative Committee
back McLaughlin locally,
diminishing Burns’ wiggle
room on the county level.
The setup looks chaotic
but in reality the fix is in.
Divergent sources reveal
that Nick Spano has chosen
Lesnick, even bringing
Yonkers City Committee
Chairman Ken Jenkins to
reluctantly support Lesnick.
Former Senator Nick
Spano’s interest is getting
a promise from Lesnick not
to challenge his brother and
Assemblyman Mike Spano
from succeeding Mayor
Amicone in office.
Amicone will cuss for
public consumption but
eventually submit, and
Castro-Blanco may become
untethered in the process.
McLaughlin may rise to
the top.
Still this is Yonkers. In
Yonkers, 8 months is a
lifetime.
Each contender has the
task of making amends
for the past and launching
a credible and believable
candidacy with future
promise. Yonkers wishes
each well but with a caveat.
That is, they had best be
concerned about serving
the public. Yonkersites
have learned to see
through and beyond their
elected officials. We will
not be fooled. The ball is
equidistant to each one of
them; but it is our court,
and it is our ball. And, in
case you haven’t figured it
out yet, there are more of
us than there are of you.
Play ball! This is not a
game. It is our lives, our
future; be careful how you
tread.
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On the Level
with Hezi Aris
on WVOX
1460 AM
Radio

NEW ROCHELLE, NY –
Listen to the On the Level
with Hezi Aris
call-in program
on
WVOX1460 AM radio
this and every
Tuesday.
The show
is heard live
by way of
streaming
a u d i o
technology on
your computer,
from 10:00 am
through 11:00
am.
For those who can’t get
enough radio, consider
listening to Hezi Aris
every
Monday
and
Thursday, at 8:30 am, as he
discusses events impacting
Westchester politics with
Bob Marrone, host of Good
Morning, Westchester.
Join Bob Marrone every
day from 6:00 am through
9:00 am during your daily

commute from Monday
through Friday.
The callin talk show
f o r m a t
invites your
perspective;
share
your
thoughts. Call
us at 914-6360110. Those
who
call
are asked to
please stay on
topic.
WVOX
1460
AM
features local
and regional information
for residents of suburban
Westchester County and
the Bronx, with emphasis
on the heavily-populated
cities of Westchester’s
Southern tier and affluent
villages of Long Island
Sound.

Autism Society of America and AMC
Entertainment Host Sensory
Friendly Films
The Bronx, NY -- AMC
Entertainment
(AMC)
and Autism
Society
of
America
(ASA) have
teamed up to
bring families
affected
by
autism
and
other
disabilities
a
special
opportunity
to enjoy their
favorite films
in a safe and
accepting
environment
on a monthly
b a s i s .
“Sensory
Friendly
F i l m s ”
premiered
across
the
country
in
August 2008,
and
will
continue this
month in the
New York City area with
a special showing of the

new film Race to Witch
Mountain.

Autism is a complex
neurodevelopmental
disability
that
affects
a person’s ability to
communicate and interact
with others. It often comes
with sensory challenges,
such as hypersensitivity to
light or sound, and children
or adults affected by autism
may not understand the
social boundaries of movie
theatre etiquette, such as
not talking during the film
or sitting still through most
of the show.
In order to provide
a more accepting and
comfortable setting for
this unique audience, the
movie auditoriums will
have their lights brought
up and the sound turned
down, families will be
able to bring in their own
gluten-free,
casein-free

snacks, and no previews
or advertisements will be
shown before
the
movie.
Additionally,
audience
members are
welcome to get
up and dance,
walk, shout or
sing - in other
words, AMC’s
“Silence
is
Golden®”
policy will not
be
enforced
unless
the
safety of the
audience
is
questioned.
The film
will be shown
on Saturday,
March
14,
2009, at 10:00
am.
Tickets
are only $6 per
person,
and
can be seen at
the following
theaters:
AMC Bay Plaza 13, 2210
Bartow Ave., Bronx, NY
10475
AMC 34th Street 14,
312 West 34th Street, New
York, NY 10001
AMC Kips Bay 15, 70
Second Avenue, New York,
NY 10016
Sensory Friendly Films
are a nationwide event. For
a complete list of theatres,
visit www.autism-society.
org/sensoryfilms.
An estimated 30 million
people in the world have an
autism spectrum disorder,
1.5 million in America
alone. Though there is no
cure, autism is treatable
and individuals with autism
have tremendous potential.
For more information, visit
www.autism-society.org.
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Legendary Singer Richie Havens to Perform
at Irvington Town Hall Theatre
Irvington, NY -- Nearly 40
years after his breakthrough
appearance as the opening
act at the August 1969
Woodstock Music & Arts
Festival, soulful folk-rock
legend Richie Havens
heads to Westchester for
a performance Friday,
March 20th at the intimate
Irvington
Town
Hall
Theatre.
Richie Havens (www.
RichieHavens.com)
is
gifted with one of the most
recognizable voices in
popular music. His fiery,
poignant, soulful singing
style has remained unique
and ageless, conveying
passionate messages of
brotherhood and personal

freedom.
The singer /
guitarist / songwriter’s
sets feature songs from
his 30th and latest album,
Nobody Left to Crown,
(Verve/Forecast), including
originals such as the
poignant opener “The Key”
and the politically pointed
title track, plus blazing
interpretations of Pete
Townshend/The
Who’s
“Won’t Get Fooled Again”
and Jackson Browne’s
“Lives in the Balance”
(with longtime friend
Derek Trucks contributing
slide guitar).
Havens’ sets also weave
in other classics spanning
his nearly five-decade
career, usually among them

his “Freedom/Motherless
Child” Woodstock medley,
which remains an anthem
for a generation and the
anti-war
“Handsome
Johnny” (co-written with
Lou Gossett Jr.), plus other
surprises.
Billboard said “this
acoustic soul giant truly
seems to be getting more
inspiring and graceful with
age” and Mojo remarked
“he’s lost none of his power
to enthrall and enchant”.
Cliff Eberhardt (www.
CliffEberhardt.net),
a driving force of the
Greenwich Village New
Folk
movement
has
previously toured and
recorded with Havens. The

Seattle
Post
Intelligencer
r e p o r t e d
Eberhardt
is
“one of the
most talented
musicians on
the solo acoustic
circuit...
full
of well-crafted
songs
and
rich, emotional
vocals.”
Richie Havens
with
Special
Guest Cliff Eberhardy
perform on the Irvington
Town Hall Theatre, 85
Main Street, Irvington, NY
10533, on Friday, March
20, 2009, from 8:30pm.
Tickets @ $38 are

available online at www.
themainstage.org, www.
irvingtontheater.com/, or
by calling Irvington Town
Hall Box Office at 914591-6602.

Mercy College to Hold 10th Annual International Film Festival
Dobbs Ferry, NY -Mercy College is proud to
sponsor the 10th Annual
International Film Festival.
The Festival will feature
films from China, the
Dominican
Republic,
I r e l a n d ,
Romania, and
India.
The
Festival is open
to the public.
Admission,
refreshments,
and parking are
free.
The theme
of this year’s
Festival
is
humor, viewed
from a cross-cultural lens.
A presenter familiar with
the country’s cultural
heritage will introduce
each film. The presenter
will lead a discussion of the
film to discuss themes and
perspectives in the movie.
The Festival has become
one of Mercy College’s most
popular events for students,
faculty,
administrators,
and members of nearby
communities.

Sean Dugan, interim
dean for the School of
Liberal Arts, said, “The
Film Festival is a great
opportunity for students,
faculty, staff, and neighbors
to watch movies from
different
cultures and
to discuss the
movies with
discussion
leaders familiar
with the films.
It is way to
travel
the
world without
leaving Dobbs
Ferry, and we
invite everyone
to travel with us.”
Screening will be
conducted
in
Mercy
College Lecture Hall, 555
Broadway,
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522,
from March 16 - 20, 2009.
Doors open at 6:30 p.m.
Films begin at 7:00 p.m.
Seating is first-come,
first-serve with no RSVP
required. For disabilityrelated accommodations,
please contact Sean Dugan

at 914-674-7356.
Monday, March 16
IRON & SILK
China
1990
In English. 92 minutes.
Rating: PG.
Directed by Shirley Sun
The true story of an
American who worked
in China as an English
teacher while studying with
legendary martial arts great
Pan Qingfu.
Introduction/Discussion:
Professor Ed Young
Tuesday, March 17
THE SNAPPER Ireland
1993
In English. 95 minutes.
Rating: R.
Directed by Stephen Frears
A working class Irish
family comes to terms
with their eldest daughter’s
pregnancy and her refusal
to identify the father; based
on the second of Roddy
Doyle’s Barrytown trilogy
novels, which includes The
Commitments.
Introduction/Discussion:
Professor Eileen McMahon
Wednesday, March 18
MONSOON WEDDING

India 2002
In Hindi with English
subtitles. 114 minutes.
Rating: R.
Directed by Mira Nair
Here comes the bride –
but is she ready?
This film is set
in contemporary
India where a
bride-to-be has
to contend with
her traditional
father
who
loves
his
family dearly
but does not
have the time
for
“modern
ways”.
Introduction/Discussion:
Dr. Rev. Rethinasamy
Thursday, March 19
NUEBAYOL3 Dominican
Republic 1997
In Spanish with English
subtitles. 117 minutes.
Rating: NR.
Directed by Angel Muñez
An intriguing look at
the experience of the new
immigrant groups whose
migratory story has yet to
be told.

Introduction/Discussion:
Professor Alan Hartman
Friday, March 20
12:08
EAST
OF
BUCHAREST Romania
2006
In
Romanian
with English
subtitles.
89
minutes.
Rating: NR.
Directed
by
Corneliu
Porumboiu
On the
sixteenth
anniversary
of Romania’s
1 9 8 9
revolution, small town
journalist and TV station
owner Virgil Jderescu plans
a live discussion about the
uprising on his daily talk
show “Issue of the Day.”
His question for guests and
live callers alike is also the
original Romanian title
of the film: “Was there a
revolution in our town, or
wasn’t there?”
Introduction/Discussion:
Professor Dan Bucsescu
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Virtual Vulnerability

By Debra Fine
In a digital world where
you have a platform to
share every detail of
your life – photographs,
employment information,
marital status, who your
friends are, political and
religious views – you are
completely exposed to
virtual vulnerability. The
younger generation may not
care about the implications
of their online actions.
However, it’s the adult users
making social networking
mistakes that can affect
their real and computergenerated image longterm. With a single click
of a button on Facebook,
MySpace or Twitter, you
can completely undermine
your identity. Here are
some simple tips to execute
proper digital etiquette
and help make your online
persona appropriate and
effective.
Privatize Your Page
– Before you even
begin posting personal
information on a Webpage,
know how to operate your
restriction settings. Social
networks offer you options
such as who can see your
profile page and who is
privy to certain information
within your profile. So use
the necessary controls to
protect yourself….and your
cyber-self.
Know Your Audience
– Is your profile page for
personal or professional
use? This can be a tough line
to draw. Ideally you would
want to keep two pages –
one for personal use and
one for business purposes,
especially if you have your
own business. There can be
overlap though, so think

before you click. Should
you accept or reject a boss,
co-worker or client who
asks you to be “friends?”
If you feel compelled to
add someone who exists in
your professional world to
your personal page, limit
his or her access to only see
parts of your profile (i.e.,
let them see your basic
background information,
but not pictures of you
drinking with your buddies
in Las Vegas).
Post with Prudence and
Display with Discretion
– As scary as it might be,
people are “googling” you.

And, when they do, your
social network profile page
is popping up. There are
settings to change this, but
if you are OK with making
your personal page public,
ensure you know exactly
what you’re sharing. Do
you want a potential future
employer to know your
age? Or a business partner
to know your political
stance? Or an ex-boyfriend
to know you’re pregnant?
You’d be surprised how
much people can find out
about you based on what
you or others have posted.
Avoid over-sharing and
controversial content to
preserve your online social
stock.
Delete, Delete, Delete
– Don’t be afraid to delete
comments or pictures your
“friends” post on your

page. As an online citizen,
you need to know how to
do this and not be afraid
to do it. Revealing photos,
tales of wild exploits on
your “wall” and less than
tasteful comments can
lead to a digital disaster, so
delete them!
Don’t Drink and Friend
– Well, let’s hope you’re
not sitting at home, or
even worse, your office,
downing a bottle of wine
and scoping out potential
cyber friends, but as a
reminder, don’t go around
recklessly
“friending”
folks. Before you run off
sending friend requests to
your junior-high crush or
Brad Pitt, consider if you
really care about being
“friends” with this person.
And furthermore, could you
handle the rejection factor
that may follow if they
don’t accept your request?
Social networks can be a
great tool to re-connect
with old friends, network
with industry counterparts
and get involved in your
community,
but
that
doesn’t mean you should
go around building your
“friend” database with
every person you’ve ever
met. The same goes for
accepting friend requests
that come to your mailbox.
If you haven’t talked to
someone in years (because
you haven’t wanted to talk
with that person in years)
or if someone appears to be
a stranger, you can ignore
his or her request without
rudely hitting the reject
button.
Use Virtual Vernacular
– The words you use on
your Webpage should be
different from what you
would say in an email
to a close friend. Avoid
curse
words,
insults,
inappropriate jokes and
any other jargon that could
be deemed tasteless. In
see Virtual Pg. 7
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Apogee Pilates & Wellness Center Opens Flagship in White Plains
White Plains, NY --Apogee
Life Style, LLC unveiled
a new concept with the
opening of Apogee Pilates
& Wellness Centers’ White
Plains flagship location.
Westchester
County
Executive Andy Spano,
Bill Ryan, Chairman of the
Westchester County Board
of Legislators, and Joshua
Lipsman,
Westchester
County
Commissioner
of Health took part in
the opening ceremony.
Pilates
demonstrations
by Apogee professionals
were featured. And, a new
Westchester destination for
healthy and delicious food
was opened to the public the Apogee Café by Myong.
At the ceremony, County
Executive Spano announced
a new Westchester County
community
wellness
initiative: The Apogee Fit
Kids Challenge.
Co-founders Stacy
Ciaravella, Irv Cohen, and
A. Jon Prusmack welcomed

guests.
Ms. Ciaravella
explained, “Several years in
the making - - the opening
of Apogee’s integrative
wellness center is our
vision come to life... We…
are especially excited to
open this state-of-theart facility in the vibrant
heart of downtown White
Plains. And, we invite the
community to visit us at
140 Mamaroneck Avenue
where a near-century old
bank building has truly
been transformed into
an extraordinary new
destination for health
conscious
residents
and
office
workers.
Additionally, as a resource
for continuing education,
Apogee
becomes
a
destination for Pilates and
wellness
professionals
from throughout the U.S.”
“An entirely new concept
in wellness, Apogee…
transcend the traditional
health club or Pilates studio
by offering a total-lifestyle

Virtual Vulnerability From Page 6
addition to sterilizing your
page, be respectful of what
you post on another’s
profile, as it is all linked to
you.
Social networking can
be a great way to increase
your online visibility, and
connect with new and old
associates. When you use
your social networking
smarts, you can enhance
your credibility and build
your business or career
with a few clicks of the
mouse. But, if you fail to
use proper digital etiquette,
you can find yourself
losing credibility, clients,
and business opportunities
just as easily. The choice
is permanent, because the
Internet never forgets or
forgives your missteps...so
proceed with enthusiasm as
well as caution.

Debra Fine is a former
engineer now a bestselling
author, keynote speaker and
conversation guru. Debra’s
bestselling book The Fine
Art of Small Talk: How to
Start a Conversation, Keep
it Going, Build Rapport
and Leave a Positive
Impression
(Hyperion)
joins her 2008 release of
The Fine Art of the Big
Talk: How to Win Clients,
Deliver Great Presentations
and Solve Conflicts at Work
(Hyperion). Her recent
media appearances include
The Today Show, The Early
Show, CNN, NPR Morning
Edition and 100’s of
magazines and newspapers
across the United States.
For more information about
Debra Fine visit www.
DebraFine.com.

Cutting the Ribbon to celebrate the opening of the Apogee Pilates & Wellness Center
in White Plains are: (l to r) Bill Ryan, Chairman of the Westchester County Board of
Legislators; Stacy Ciaravella, Apogee Co-founder; Debra Regan, Apogee General
Manager; A. Jon Prusmack, Apogee Co-founder; Westchester County Executive Andy
Spano; Irv Cohen, Apogee Co-founder; and Myong Feiner, Apogee Cafe by Myong.
approach for healthy living,”
continued Ms. Ciaravella.
“The integrative center
features:
state-of-the-art
studios and equipment;
innovative group exercise
classes; private and semiprivate Pilates instruction
taught by specially trained
instructors; a Wellness
Concierge
providing
services such as nutritional
consultations and life
coaching; the Apogee Café
by Myong serving delicious
and healthy offerings; and a
convenient retail store and
valet parking.”
County Executive
Spano announced a new
partnership with Apogee
to sponsor the Apogee Fit
Kids Challenge, a new
program to be introduced
at Westchester County
schools,
starting
this
month. “The Apogee Fit
Kids Challenge encourages
elementary and middle
school children and their
parents to eat healthy foods
and exercise more and is
intended to help them have
fun while they develop

healthy habits,” Spano
said. “This is part of my
focus on fitness and the
County’s BeFit Initiative.
I’m happy to welcome
Apogee to Westchester and
thank them for their support
of our community wellness
programs.”
The Apogee Fit Kids
Challenge features a brightly
colored
kid-friendly
brochure that provides fast
facts and encouragement
to families and a step-bystep wellness approach
to a healthier lifestyle in
a fun to follow format.
Parents encourage their
children’s
participation,
and sign the challenge
daily to verify their child

has completed any or all of
seven activities. Examples
of some of the activities
include participating in a
sport, walking climbing
or running for 60 minutes
a day, spending two hours
or less each day on TV,
games or computer and
eating healthy snacks.
The brochure and cover
letter will introduce the
initiative to every principal
and school nurse at 200
elementary and middle
schools.
For further information
about Apogee Pilates &
Wellness Centers visit
www.apogeelifestyle.com
or call 914.644.8884.
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A Solution to Being Turned Down for an Auto Loan
Yonkers, NY -- With the
falling economy, your credit
rating may be slipping due
to declining property values
and higher interest rates on
credit cards. Americans are
seeing their credit ratings
drop and experiencing
difficulty getting car loans.
What if you need to buy
a car now? Short of paying
outrageous interest rates,
consider renting a vehicle
on a longer-term basis.
Renting a car or truck may
the solution you need.
Select a car that fits into
your lifestyle now – maybe
one with better gas mileage
or a minivan if you have a
growing family. Or opt for
a SUV or a sportier model
if you’ve always longed for
one of those models.
Now, which car rental
company should you do
business with? The national
car rental companies have
been deeply affected by
the decline in the economy.

They responded by cutting
costs and began laying off
employees. Enterprise has
laid off 2,000 employees,
Hertz, more than 4,000
people.
Reducing fleet size is
another step companies
are taking to cut expenses.
As the inventory gets
reduced, rental rates are
expected
to
increase.
Instead of purchasing as
many vehicles, companies
are buying less or they
are holding on to vehicles
longer than they did in the
past. Vehicles you may be
renting will be older than
the models you rented in
the past.
These national car rental
companies are beginning to
encroach on the successful
business model of Rent-AWreck Used Car Rental and
Leasing. Founded in 1968,
Rent-A-Wreck is one of the
best-known neighborhood
car rental companies in the

U.S. and global market.
“We may affectionately
refer to our cars as wrecks,
but our fleet of clean, well
maintained and safetyinspected vehicles has kept
our customers happy and
safe for over 35 years. We
care about our customers
and offer the best value
available, and we always
drive the cars we rent to
make sure they are in good
shape,” explains Bill Cash,
President of Rent-A-Wreck
of America.
So consider an affordable
alternative and also support
your local business. Your
neighborhood
Rent-AWreck is a franchise
owned by someone in your

hometown. Many of the
locations stock economy
cars and full size luxury
sedans; and they also offer
pickup trucks, box trucks,
min-vans, cargo vans,
15-passenger vans, SUVs,
and station wagons. Used
vehicles are typically two
to four years old. Every
Rent-A-Wreck
vehicle
is expertly serviced and
safety inspected before
each rental. Rent-A-Wreck
partners with NetCost ERS
to provide emergency road
service 24 hours a day,
every day, year round.
“If you need a vehicle,
come in and talk to us. We
hope we can work out a
long term leasing plan that

will fit into your budget. We
hope that our funny name
helps you to remember us,
and our low cost rentals
and high quality customer
service will earn and keep
your business,” says Mike
DeLorenzo, Vice President
of
Rent-A-Wreck
of
America.
Rent-A-Wreck of
America is a leading
provider of vehicle rental
services, with operations
in over 300 locations in
the US and internationally
in Scandinavia. For more
information on Rent-AWreck of America, visit
www.rentawreck.com.
Your Neighborhood
Locations:
Vincent Andrew Orlando
Rent-A-Wreck of Yonkers
333 Tuckahoe Road
Yonkers, NY 10710
Email:
RentAWreckWestchester@
hotmail.com
Phone: 914-961-5100
Charles J. Kane III
Rent-A-Wreck of
Poughkeepsie
708 Main Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
Phone: 845-454-5400
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Lawyer Referral Service
Celebrates 40 Years
White Plains, NY -- The
Westchester County Bar
Association (WCBA) has
celebrated the fortieth
anniversary of its Lawyer
Referral Service (LRS).
Each year, thousands of
clients call in to the LRS
offices in order to be
referred to an attorney.
WCBA President
Salvatore A. Lagonia, Esq.,
said, “We are extremely
proud of the important
service that the LRS
provides to Westchester
residents. This service helps
all individuals seeking
legal redress, but especially
those who otherwise may
be neglected or forgotten
by the legal system.”
When a prospective
client calls, or comes into
the LRS office, he is asked
to explain the nature of
his legal problem and is
subsequently referred to
an attorney based upon
the attorney’s area of

legal concentration and
the client’s geographic
preference.
The participating attorney
agrees to grant the LRS
client an initial 30 minute
consultation for a fee of
$40. If further legal work
is needed after the initial
consultation, the attorney
and client must agree to an
arrangement at a mutually
acceptable cost.
Membership in the WCBA
LRS is open to all New York
State licensed attorneys in
good standing who practice
in Westchester County.
Participating
attorneys
must maintain a full-time
office
in
Westchester
County and must be
physically available for
consultations in that office.
Participating attorneys must
also maintain an up-todate professional liability
insurance policy and meet
or surpass the specified
minimum
requirements

for attorneys in that area
of law.
WCBA President Lagonia
added,
“The
LRS’s
screening process ensures
that the attorney
referred to the client is
licensed, insured and wellversed in that particular
area of law. Our goal is to
seek a good fit between the
attorney and the client.”
The LRS has more than
150 attorneys enrolled
in the service, who are
categorized
by
such
important factors as office
location, languages spoken
and area of law practiced.
There are hundreds of
areas of law acknowledged
by the service, ranging
form animal law to zoning
rights.
The LRS is located in
White Plains at 1 North
Broadway, Suite 512. They
can be reached at 914/7615151.

Verizon Opens Store for FiOS Services in Yonkers
YONKERS, NY -- In
response to the growing
demand for Verizon’s voice,
data and television products
and services, the company
has opened a retail store at
66 Main Street, in Yonkers,
NY 10701.
A grand-opening and
ribbon-cutting ceremony
took place Saturday, March
7, 2009, with festivities that
lasted all day.
To assist in the grand
opening,
Verizon
welcomed Yonkers Mayor
Phil Amicone and New
York State Senator Andrea
Stewart-Cousins.
Also
attending
was
Steve
Sansone,
Director
of
the Yonkers Downtown
/ Waterfront Business
Improvement District and
its many members.
Verizon also invited
several children from

the Yonkers YMCA to
participate in an online
gaming competition. The
kids got helpful tips from
a representative of Games
on Demand, a partnership
between Verizon and Exent
Technologies that provides
game packages on the
Verizon portal, who were at
the store as well.
During the day, Verizon
held raffle events to give
away two pairs of tickets
to New York Mets games
this season, hundreds of
DVDs, and a pair of tickets
and backstage passes to
see Dora the Explorer at
Madison Square Garden.
Verizon store employees
will be on hand all day
to
answer
customers’
questions, take orders for
FiOS services, and provide
one-on-one
product
demonstrations.

Inside the store, Verizon
created a family-room
setting, where shoppers
can try out FiOS Internet,
FiOS TV and FiOS TV’s
innovative DVR products.
Shoppers can also order all
other Verizon services right
at the store.
The new Verizon retail
location will also serve as
a customer service center
where customers can pick
up or exchange FiOS TV
set-top boxes and remote
controls. In addition, they
can pay their Verizon bills
via cash, check, credit
or debit, or consult with
representatives about their
services.
The store will be
open Mondays through
Saturdays, 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
The store’s phone number
is 914-965-0906.

KeyBank Gives Gift to
Alzheimer’s Association

KeyBank Business Banking representative Rita McPeck
(left) and District President Michael Orsino (right)
present a $10,000 donation to Elaine Sproat (center)
President and CEO of the Alzheimer’s Association –
Hudson Valley / Rockland / Westchester, NY Chapter.
The presentation was made at the Key Bank’s new
Oakwood Commons, Poughkeepsie site.

Email Us Your News
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Slaughtered Goat Found Outside
Assemblyman Ball’s Home

Yorktown, NY -- It has
been reported that the
New York State Police are
investigating threats made
against State Assemblyman
Gregory Ball (R, C, I Patterson) yesterday after
a dead goat was found
outside the Assemblyman’s
home, the latest incident
in a series of ongoing
intimidation
from
an
unknown source.
According to the police
complaint, Ball returned

home from legislative
session yesterday and
found the goat in front
of his property with an
abusive message tied
around its neck, written in
broken Spanish and signed
by Mara Salvatrucha (MS13), a notorious Central
American gang reputed to
operate in the village of
Brewster.
“Whether this crime
was perpetrated by gang
members, or some sick

local individual, I will not
be cowed by threats, and
I condemn this kind of
heinous violent behavior
towards animals,” Ball
told reporters outside an
Assembly Sex Offender
Watch Task Force meeting
at Yorktown Town Hall
earlier today. “I want my
constituents to know that
I will continue my efforts
to stand up every day for
justice, and the people of
the Hudson Valley.”

Students Bring Petitions to
Governor’s Office Regarding The
Bronx Zoo and New York Aquarium

The Bronx, NY -- Students
from the Urban Assembly
School
for
Wildlife
Conservation and PS 81
(Bronx, NY,) the Rachel
Carson High School of
Coastal Studies (Coney
Island, Brooklyn) and IS
230 (Queens, NY) recently
presented more than 12,000
petitions, letters of support,
and drawings created
by children from all five
boroughs and Westchester
County to representatives
at Governor Paterson’s
office in Manhattan.
The students visited
Paterson’s office as the
governor has proposed
elimination of the $9
million state budget for the
Zoos, Botanical Gardens
and Aquariums program
fund. They spoke about
how this funding cut would
directly affect their learning,
specifically
regarding
education programs at The
Bronx Zoo and New York
Aquarium.
To-date more than 70,000
messages,
including
petitions
and
emails
have been sent to Albany
asking that zoos, botanical
gardens and aquariums
get the funding they need
as they face dwindling
private donations and
repercussions due to a
volatile stock market.
The Zoos, Botanical
Gardens and Aquariums are
integral to our state’s local
communities,
attracting
more than 12 million
tourists a year that also
help local merchants with

revenue.
The Wildlife
Conservation Society by
the numbers:
* Manages the Bronx Zoo
and New York Aquarium
(and three other facilities in
NYC) accounting for more
than four million tourists
each year;
* Employs more than 4,000
staff worldwide;
* Pumps more than $414
million into our state’s
economy;
* Employs approximately
1,200 seasonal workers at
The Bronx Zoo and NY
Aquarium each summer
(many of whom are
retirees, citizens on public
assistance, and students);
* Trains 2,000 public
school teachers and nearly
two million students visit
its facilities, including
70,000 who attend formal
education programs.
If ZBGA funding is
eliminated and state support
for WCS along with it, it will
mean that a great cultural
institution chartered by the
state in 1895 will receive
absolutely no support from
state government. It is
tantamount to the state’s
abdication of commitment
to its own chartered
organizations.
The WCS is asking New
Yorkers to send a message
of support to Albany by
going to www.wcs.org.
Photo courtesy of and
by Julie Larsen Maher ©
WCS
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Gourmet Brown Bagging That Won’t Break the Budget
Select Ingredients Big on Flavor and Freshness for Satisfying Gourmet Results

Yonkers, NY -- Being
budget-conscious doesn’t
mean depriving yourself.
Upscale brown-bag lunches
with economic gourmet
sandwich options. Keep it
healthier and when possible,
buy organic.
Seasonal
local produce assures
freshness and supports
your farming community,
too. Choose no-nitrite, low
sodium deli meats or grill
hormone-, antibiotic-free
chicken cutlets at home for
salads and wraps. Select
all-natural cheeses instead
of highly processed brands.
These ideas will no doubt
inspire other creative

combinations.
Roast Beef, Jarlsberg &
Arugula on Sourdough
Serves 4
3 tablespoons Boursin
Garlic & Fine Herbs cheese
or Light version
1 tablespoon milk
8 slices sourdough or
sourdough rye bread
8 thin slices roast beef
8 deli thin slices Jarlsberg
or Jarlsberg Lite cheese
Arugula, watercress or
other favorite green leaf
lettuce
Cream Boursin with a
touch of milk.
Spread

one tablespoon Boursin
on 4 bread slices. Divide
roast beef, cheese and
arugula between other 4
bread slices. Top with
bread spread with Boursin
(spread on the inside).
Smoky Portuguese Pork
& Cheese Rolls
Serves 4
3 Tablespoons of a favorite
BBQ sauce
1
1/2
tablespoons
mayonnaise (regular or
non-fat)
1 – 3 teaspoons minced,
canned chipotle chiles
in adobo (this can get
very HOT, so taste along

the way, for preference),
optional
1/2 cup washed, dried,
finely chopped cilantro
leaves
4 fresh Portuguese or
Kaiser rolls, halved
8 thin slices roasted pork
or lean ham
8 thin slices Manchego
(Gran Maestre variety, if
available)
Green leaf or Iceberg
lettuce
Mix together first 4
ingredients to make sauce;
spread on each roll half.
Divide pork or ham and
cheese between each roll.
Top with lettuce. Finish
each sandwich topping
with second half of roll
(spread on the inside).
Saint-Tropez
Veggie
Wrap*
1 tablespoon Boursin Light
1 9- or 10-inch tortilla or
vegetable wrap
1 cup finely shredded
lettuce
1 small tomato, sliced
½ small ripe avocado,
thinly sliced

This roast beef, Jarlsberg
and arugula sandwich is
big on flavor and won’t
break the budget.

¼ cup alfalfa sprouts
¼ cup thinly sliced
cucumber
Spread Boursin Light over
surface of tortilla or wrap.
Top with lettuce, tomato,
avocado,
sprouts
and
cucumber. Starting from
one end, tightly roll up
wrap; cut in half. Makes
1 wrap.
*For extra protein, add
thinly
sliced
grilled
chicken.
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With IDAs the Issue is Accountability

By Peggy Godfrey
During these trying times
it was disheartening to read
the second annual report
on Industrial Development
Agencies (IDAs) released
by Comptroller Thomas P.
DiNapoli. He has promised
to increase oversight of
IDAs and suspended nine
in 2008. He now feels,
“more needs to be done
to increase transparency
and accountability and
to measure the value of
IDAs.”
The total amount of
projects, tax exemptions
and average cost per job

“have all increased, while
the estimated number of
jobs created has declined
by approximately 2000
jobs” according to the
report. Yonkers has had
a significant increase in
IDA activities amounting
to over two billion dollars
with a cost per job of
$12,290.
With nearly
$57 million in projects,
New Rochelle’s rank in
cost per job was virtually
unchanged, third highest
in the state at $26,077 for
an estimated 310 job gain.
This cost per job is about
six times higher than the
state average of $4,527
and many more times the
median cost per job in the
state of $1,288.
DiNapoli’s report states
that job figures are “based
upon estimates made by
the IDAs” and often are not
verified. An improvement

has been made to address
some of these issues. IDAs
will not be able to revise
employment goal data. A
project must report if it has
multiphases with gains and
losses of jobs. For example,
when construction jobs
phase out, new jobs may
be created as the project is
completed. IDAs will now
be able to recoup benefits
given if the project does not
create the promised number
of jobs and maintain its
retention goals.
Amounts of PILOT
(payments in lieu of
taxes) actually paid and
how much the developer
had agreed to pay will be
required to determine if
the terms of the financial
agreement are being met.
IDAs must now also report
“estimated salary” for all
jobs, whether newly created
or retained. Assemblyman

George Latimer stated,
“I support making IDAs
more accountable for the
benefits they grant and
more accountable to the
taxpayers who underwrite
these benefits.”
In New Rochelle
Councilman Lou Trangucci,
District l, has been strongly
in favor of modifying IDA
rules to make then more
accountable to the residents.
He said that presently
after the City Council has
approved the plans, the
developer can go directly
to the Planning Board and
the IDA for PILOTs. This
leaves the people with no
accountability. The City
Council should have the
final decisions. In that
way the Council would be
responsible and residents
can hold them accountable.
At present, “the public has
no one that is accountable,”

Trangucci stated.
Residents of New
Rochelle can remember
how skeptical they were
when one developer was
claiming that he would
bring the now defunct
Circuit City to one of his
downtown projects which
sought IDA benefits. Bob
Petrucci is a research
product
management
consultant. He felt “a lot
of harm has been done
by IDAs. From whatever
polling I’ve done, most
people seem to feel the
same way. Therefore, the
only logical conclusion
would be that the City
Council
should
have
control and there should
be a referendum on these
projects.”

Mount Vernon Youth Bureau 2009 Summer Employment
Applications Available
Mount Vernon, NY -Mayor Clinton I. Young,
Jr. and Deputy Director of
the Youth Bureau DaMia
Harris want to remind the
community that Summer
Youth
Employment
Applications
will
be
disseminated
through
the Mount Vernon Youth
Bureau during March 9-13,
2009 from 3-4 pm. All
young people ages 14-18
are encouraged to come
pick up applications at
the Youth Bureau office,
which is located on the 3rd
Floor of City Hall at One
Roosevelt Square in Mount
Vernon.
“We know that so many
of our young people want
to work, so we must give
them this opportunity
every year to show their
dedication to gaining
valuable job experience

at an early point in their
lives,” said Mayor Young.
“This city as a whole
understands how important
the development of our
young people is to the future
of our community. This is
evidenced in the fact that the
generous assistance from
our community partners
is really what makes this
program possible.”
The Mount Vernon
Youth
Bureau
has
sponsored Summer Youth
Employment
Programs
which served up to 200
youth each summer for the
past 26 years. The objective
of the Summer Youth
Employment and Training
Program (SYETP) is to
provide seventy Mount
Vernon residents between
the ages 14-18 with a
six-week comprehensive
program that will provide

initial introductions to the
workplace and help youth
to acquire and enhance
transferable, employability
skills.
The overarching goal of
the program is to develop
youth
competencies
related to the workplace
which include but are not
limited to work ethics,
basic skills, entry level
occupational skills and
career exploration. Through
paid work experiences,

participants will learn to
caveat the basic skills that
have been acquired in
school to the skills learned
in the workplace.
“Despite the economic
climate and the limited
funding opportunities, the
City and the Youth Bureau
are dedicated to providing
youth with transferable
skills and meaningful
introductions into the
workplace,” said Deputy
Director DaMia Harris.
During previous years,
summer
employment
programs have been made
possible through the City
of Mount Vernon as well
as grants and donations
which included but were
not limited to various
organizations such as the
Mount Vernon Urban
Renewal Agency, New
York State Office of

Assemblyman Gary J.
Pretlow, the Westchester
County of Workforce
Investment , Westchester
County
Department
of Social Services, the
Westchester County Youth
Bureau, Kiwanis Club,
Mount Vernon Chamber
of Commerce, Westchester
Community
College
Foundation.
Given the economic
climate, the department
is seeking donations for
employment and training
programs that operate
throughout the year. For
further information, please
contact DaMia Harris,
Deputy Director at (914)
665-2344 or direct email to
dharris@cmvny.com.
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“The Greatest Depression” Under Way From Page 1
The global financial
markets are collapsing.
All the experts’
cautious predictions and
business media’s hopeful
expectations at the New
Year for an economic
turnaround and imminent
market bottom were dead
wrong. There will be no
turnaround in the second
quarter of 2009 or 2010
or 2011 … America and
much of the world has
entered “The Greatest
Depression.”
The global financial
system, built on endless
supplies of cheap money,
rampant speculation, fraud,

Mayor
Young’s
Response
to Recent
Lawsuit
From Page 1

inquiries into the complete
nature, significance and
scope of the allegations.
He acknowledged that
some of the accusations, as
currently presented, may
be beyond the jurisdiction
of his office. But, to the
extent that allegations are
made against city officials,
his office will conduct a
thorough investigation. The
purpose of the investigation
is to determine whether
any criminal laws or ethics
codes have been violated.
No specific time
estimate was given for the
investigation other than it
wil be handled expeditiously
but thoroughly so as to
objectively assess the
allegations in the full
context of how they arose.

greed, and delusion is
terminally ill and will not
be coaxed into remission
by stimulus packages
nor restored to health by
government buyouts and
bailouts.
Despite all the confidence
building,
stimulus
programs, rate cuts, buyouts
and bailouts, the world
stock markets continue to
vote “no confidence.” Each
new day produces a new
record low. Today’s 281
point drop brought the Dow
down to less than half of its
October 2007 14,000 high.
Undeterred, economists,
analysts
and
pundits

continue to speculate on
buying opportunities and
market bottoms.
There is no stock market
bottom in sight. The only
figure that can be forecast
with confidence is that the
Dow won’t reach zero!
As the crisis deepens
governments will take
draconian measures to
prevent total economic
collapse and public panic.
We have cautioned the
likelihood of such measures
before. But the rapidity and
severity of the economic
unraveling now demands
immediate attention.
Expect massive bank

failures, runs on banks,
and bank holidays. Even if
deposits are FDIC insured,
quick access to money is
by no means assured. At
minimum, have reserves on
hand for emergencies.
Trendpost: When the ship
is sinking there are very
few options: Life boats, life
rafts, life preservers … and
for the late to act, possibly
a few pieces of floating
debris to cling to.
We are trend forecasters,
not certified financial
advisors legally empowered
to provide such advice. We
forecast that gold, which
surged some $25 to $931.80

per ounce, is one of the few
life saving investments that
will continue to increase in
value. Despite its ups and
downs in value, we reiterate
our forecast of gold $2,000
per ounce and beyond.
As for silver, while it
gains strength, and should
continue to do so, gold has
a unique safe-haven status
and is psychologically and
monetarily tied to the entire
economic system in ways
that silver isn’t.
Gerald Celente is Director
of The Trends Research
Institute.

Engel Anti-Spoofing Legislation

Washington,
DC
-Congressman Eliot Engel
re-introduced his legislation
to stop the use of fake Caller
IDs which are often used
to con people out of their
personal information, and
can result in bank accounts
being wiped out.
The
bill was introduced with
Congressman Joe Barton
(R-TX), ranking member
of the House Energy and
Commerce Committee.
‘Spoofing’ is the term
describing
technology
to falsify the name and
phone number appearing
on Caller ID. A ‘spoofer’
can pretend, for example,
to be calling from a bank to
persuade a person to give
their Social Security and/
or credit card numbers and
other personal information.
This information is then
used to fraudulently obtain
credit cards or withdraw
money from their bank
account.

Rep. Engel, a senior
member of the House
Energy & Commerce
committee, called identity
theft a growing problem
across the United States.
“This is another example of
technology being misused
by the unscrupulous to
scam the unsuspecting,” he
said. “If spoofers are able
to get your Social Security
number, they can access
bank and credit accounts,
steal money, create false
credit card accounts and
cause havoc with your
personal and financial life.
It can take years for a victim
to correct the damages.”
“Worse, the technology
can be also be used by
stalkers and criminals, who
are potentially violent. “Not
only do we have an identity
theft issue here, but there
is a real safety concern.
Something needs to be
done before more lives are
potentially ruined,” added
Rep. Engel.
The 11-term congressman
said that the problem is
not limited to criminal
conduct, but sometimes
for political dirty tricks.
Complaints flooded into

some Congressional offices
in 2007 after constituents
received nasty phone
calls, which Caller ID
identified as coming from a
Congressional office.
His legislation, H.R.
1258, the Truth in Caller
ID Act., would amend
the
Communications
Act of 1934 making it
illegal to alter Caller ID
with “intent to defraud or
cause harm” and gives the
Federal Communications
Commission
(FCC)
authority to developed
regulations to enforce the
new law. By amending the
1934 law, the legislation
keeps penalties already
in the law, with violators
facing $10,000 in fines and/
or up to a year in jail.
To ‘spoof,’ a person need
only to log onto a website,
put in his or her phone
number, the number they
are calling, and the number
they want to appear on the
Caller ID. The website
calls back – connects to the
person they are calling and
masks their true identity.
Even the sound of his or
her voice can be altered.
Rep. Engel continued, “I

have received a growing
number of complaints from
constituents about these
tactics. Some individuals
have been victimized and
my office has worked to
assist them in restoring
their good credit. I remind
people once again to never
provide their personal
information
over
the
phone.”
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County Legislator Maisano Pressures Sound Shore State Legislators
Please Keep Up Pressure for Nitrogen Removal Project at Sound Shore Sewage Plants!

New Rochelle, NY -County Legislator Jim
Maisano (R, New Rochelle)
urged the State Legislators
representing the Sound
Shore region to keep up the
pressure on the Patterson
Administration to direct
money from the Federal
stimulus package to fund
the Federal-State mandated
upgrade of the Sound Shore
sewage treatment plants for
nitrogen removal.
Maisano stated, “Obtaining
this stimulus funding for the
nitrogen removal upgrade
is by far the most important
issue facing Sound Shore
residents in 2009. I must
point out that the State of
New York is forcing us to

do this upgrade – while
even resorting to threats
of fining the County.
Therefore, it is appropriate
for the State to now
provide us with stimulus
money.
Remember, a
portion of the stimulus
money sent to New York is
dedicated to infrastructure
improvements
for
sewage
treatment
plants. These funds are
critical to protecting our
overburdened
property
taxpayers and saving them
from paying massive tax
hikes for this project - the
most expensive unfunded
mandate in the history of
Westchester County.”
The cost of this Federal-
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State mandate for nitrogen
removal from sewage
plants emissions into the
Long Island Sound is
$235 million. Legislator
Maisano has been working
in a bipartisan coalition with
his colleagues on the Sound
Shore, Legislators Marty
Rogowsky, Vito Pinto and
Judy Myers, along with
County Executive Andy

Spano, for the past year to
identify ways to reduce this
project’s cost to taxpayers.
Without
the
stimulus
money being directed to
this sewage plant upgrade,
taxpayers on the Sound
Shore will be forced to
pay sewer tax increases for
the next 30 years - hitting
taxpayers in some years
with tax increases in excess
of $350.
Legislator Maisano
added, “I know our State
Legislators support us
on this issue. I ask them
today to make this funding
their number one priority
in the upcoming weeks
as decisions are made
by our State government

regarding the stimulus
money. To the elected
officials and residents of
the Sound Shore, I ask
you to contact our State
Legislators, by phone, fax
or email, and thank them
for their past support and
ask them to do everything
possible to ensure that
stimulus funding is directed
to this nitrogen removal
project. If our Sound Shore
delegation - Senators Suzi
Oppenheimer and Jeff Klein
and
Assemblymembers
Amy Paulin and George
Latimer – can obtain this
stimulus funding for the
Sound Shore, our taxpayers
will be forever grateful to
them.”

Lowey Announces $1.4 Million
in Federal Justice Grants for
Westchester and Rockland
White Plains, NY -Congresswoman
Nita
Lowey
(D-Westchester/
Rockland)
last
week
announced municipalities in
Westchester and Rockland
Counties will receive more
than $1.4 million in federal
justice grants to support
crime
reduction
and
criminal justice through the
American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act.
“The American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act will
allow us to reinvest in
our communities’ health
and education, and I am
thrilled it will also help us
to reduce crime and punish
criminals,” said Lowey.
“This funding will lead
to more, better equipped,
and better trained law
enforcement on the streets
keeping our communities
safe.”
Funding will be distributed
through the Edward Byrne
Justice Assistance Grant

(JAG) Program through the
U.S. Department of Justice
Office of Justice Programs.
In New York’s 18th
Congressional District,
the following counties
and municipalities will
receive funding:
Clarkstown
Town
$47,894
Greenburgh
Town
$26,259
Harrison Town - $13,129
Hastings-on-Hudson
Village - $11,465
Haverstraw
Town
$37,169
HaverstrawVillage
$35,874
New
RochelleCity
$133,327
Ossining Village - $33,285
Port Chester Village $47,524
Westchester County $37,169
White Plains City $82,844
Yonkers City - $522,581
The JAG Program,

administered by OJP’s
Bureau
of
Justice
Assistance, allows states
and local governments
to support a broad range
of activities to prevent
and control crime and
improve
the
criminal
justice system. JAG funds
can be used for state and
local initiatives, technical
assistance,
training,
personnel,
equipment,
supplies,
contractual
support, and information
systems for criminal justice
for any one or more of
the following purpose
areas: law enforcement
programs; prosecution and
court programs; prevention
and education programs;
corrections and community
corrections programs; drug
treatment programs; and
planning, evaluation, and
technology improvement
programs.
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Mayor’s Column

By Mary C. Marvin
Mayor of the Village
of Bronxville

Last week I spent some
time in Albany at the New
York State Conference
of Mayors with Village
Administrator Harry Porr.
I don’t usually attend these
events, (especially when
they are in Buffalo!), but I
thought it important given
that the primary focus
was the Federal Stimulus
Package and its benefits to
New York State. All of our
major elected state officials
spoke with us including
Governor
Patterson,
Senators Schumer and
Gillibrand,
Comptroller
DiNapoli
and
Senate
Majority Leader Malcolm
Smith.
According to our leaders,
New York expects to receive
$24.6 billion in funding

in five major categories of
spending:
Fiscal Relief ($14 billion)
– includes funding for
Medicaid and to offset the
cuts made to education
in the 2009-10 Executive
Budget.
* Infrastructure and Energy
($3.97 billion) – includes
funding for mass transit,
highways, bridges, water
projects,
weatherization
and energy efficiency.
* Health and Human
Services ($4.43 billion) –
includes funding for food
stamps,
unemployment
benefits, child care and
housing.
* Education ($2.08 billion)
– includes funding for high
needs and special education
students, tuition assistance
and technology.
* Public Safety ($10
million) – includes funding
for
law
enforcement,
prosecution and crime
related programs.
In order to manage the
development
of
state
and local infrastructure
projects financed through
the
Federal
Stimulus

Package, the Governor has
created the New York State
Economic Recovery and
Reinvestment Cabinet.
Of significant interest to
smaller communities like
Bronxville is the money
dedicated to infrastructure
and energy. With the goal
of putting people to work
as quickly as possible,
some of this money must
be obligated by the state
within 120 days, and
decisions will be made in
the next few weeks.
Though the application
process is confusing at best,
we have submitted funding
requests at all “price
points” operating under the
theory that regardless of
our prospects, “you have to
be in it to win it.”
Our requests run the
gamut from a multimillion
dollar flood mitigation
plan to funding the scoping
and cleaning of our pipe
infrastructure to a “green”
garbage truck right down
to some police equipment
needs.
There is considerable
uncertainty with respect

to how the state wide
community “wish lists” will
be evaluated, how funding
decisions will be made and
what the exact criteria is
for each funding category,
knowing the overarching
requirement is that they be
“shovel ready.”
While I understand the
desire to get the money
out the door as quickly
as possible, I share many
of the concerns of other
Mayors as to execution.
Are the “shovel ready”
projects really the best
long term? Will there be
sensitivity to equitable
geographic distribution?
Will
these
projects
generate optimal economic
impact
including
the
ability to generate private
investment?
Are these
projects the most cost
effective or just the most
available? Could they be
old projects that have all
the engineering/approvals
completed but weren’t built
for a variety of reasons and
are now dusted off and
tried anew?
My preference, shared by

many of my colleagues in
Albany, would be to funnel
the money directly to local
municipalities, bypassing
state agencies.
Each municipality
currently receives state
aid based on a prescribed
formula that could be
used to apportion stimulus
funds.
I believe local governments
know local needs best and
could put the money to the
most direct and needed
uses in the most efficient
and expeditious way.
But given this is not
the preferred method of
distribution, we have done
all we can at this juncture to
put our Village in the most
advantageous position for
possible funding.
To promote transparency
and accountability with
respect to the funding
decisions, both the state
and federal governments
have established websites
for this purpose.
The
state Website is www.
economicrecovery.ny.gov
and the federal Website is
www.recovery.gov.

Latimer Makes State Tax Forms Available

Mamaroneck, NY -- New
York State’s Taxation
Department - as a costsavings measure - has
stopped the past practice
of mailing out a packet of
State taxation materials to
every taxpayer, requiring
individuals to go to their
local library or on-line to
get the necessary forms.
Now, along the Sound
Shore, there’s another
way to get 2008 state tax

forms: contacting State
Assemblyman
George
Latimer (D-91st A.D.).
The added advantage: the
Assemblyman will have
the forms delivered to your
residence if you can’t pick
them up at his District
Office in Mamaroneck.
“TheApril 15th tax deadline
is fast approaching,” noted
Assemblyman
Latimer,
“and for many who have
home computers, it is very
easy to access New York
State tax forms on line at
www.tax.state.ny.us. The
five local libraries in our
region are swamped by
requests as well. So we
want to make it easier for
the individual, particularly

seniors and the disabled.
Contact his office at 7773832, and they will deliver
the necessary forms to your
front door during the month
of March”.
Latimer’s office is at
933 Mamaroneck Avenue,
Room 102, in the Village
of Mamaroneck - close to
the New England Thruway
exit. Residents may call
his office to request basic
forms, which will be
dropped off at the residence
location. In cases where
delivery is difficult - locked
apartment buildings, gated
communities - special
arrangements can be made.
“Government should be
about service to the people.

It is understandable that the
state needs to save money
on printing and postage;
we’ll pick up the slack
where we can,” Latimer
concluded. The service
ends on Saturday, April
6th. Residents of Latimer’s
Assembly
District
Larchmont, Mamaroneck,
Rye, Port Chester, Rye
Brook and part of New
Rochelle, are eligible to
use the service.
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Unemployed and Uninsured?

You May Have More Options Than You Think
Yonkers, NY -- When
people lose their jobs, they
lose more than a paycheck.
Access
to
affordable
health insurance may
disappear too, as well as
their confidence and selfesteem. Jobless individuals
frequently are prone to
physical and mental health
problems, especially when
it takes months to find a job.
If they ignore medical needs
or succumb to depression,
it makes finding a new job
harder than ever, creating
a vicious cycle that can be
difficult to stop.
But now individuals can
learn about overlooked
opportunities to protect
their health in a free
workshop,
Unemployed
and Uninsured: Know
Your Options, which will
be held at the Grinton I.
Will Branch of the Yonkers
Public Library on Monday,
March 23, 2009 from 1:30
p.m. to 2:30 p.m. The
Grinton I. Will Branch is
located at 1500 Central
Park Avenue, Yonkers.
The workshop is
sponsored by Hudson
Health Plan (Hudson),
which provides free and
low-cost health insurance

in the Hudson Valley, and
Beacon Health Strategies,
the managed behavioral
health organization that
has been Hudson’s partner
since 1998.
“Going without health
insurance – even if only
for several months – can
adversely
affect
your
health,”
warns
Mark
Santiago, Senior Vice
President,
Marketing
& Communications, of
not-for-profit
Hudson.
He emphasizes that even
though jobless individuals
may be eligible for statesponsored health insurance
programs, they often don’t
know that these programs
exist. “We encourage
people to ask about
insurance for themselves
and their children because

their health may depend
on access to health care.
Studies show uninsured
people skip screenings and
avoid all but the most urgent
care. If financial insecurity
leads to depression or
alcohol abuse, unemployed
workers can’t afford to seek
professional help. Being
unemployed and uninsured
can be a prescription for
disaster.”
Alan Boardman, Program
Director of Beacon Health
Strategies, explains that
unemployed workers may
experience a significant
loss of self-esteem, and
begin to believe that there
is little they can do to
improve their situation.
“Individuals shift toward
what psychologists call ‘an
external locus of control,’
and think there’s no use
trying to do anything. They
blame it on bad luck or
another external factor that
controls their fate,” notes
Mr. Boardman.
Furthermore,
unemployment increases
the risk of mental health
problems in families, too.
“Children and adolescents
are particularly affected
by their parents’ loss

of employment,” Mr.
Boardman continues. “The
level of stress increases
in the household, and
there is likely to be more
emotional distress and
marital discord. Depressed
and anxious parents are not
effective parents. Students’
grades and their behavior
may suffer.”
Mr. Santiago says
Unemployed
and
Uninsured: Know Your
Options is designed to
motivate
unemployed
workers to take control
of their physical and
mental health. Workshop
participants will learn
about:
• Free and low-cost health
services and resources
• Free and low-cost statesponsored health insurance
programs
• Distinguishing between
sadness and depression
• Managing anxiety
• Ways to reduce household
stress and tension
The workshop is free
and open to the public.

For more information, call
1-800-339-4557 or visit
www.hudsonhealthplan.
org.
Photos courtesy of and by
Gabe Palacio.
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Weir Only Human: The Book of Rules for Radicals

By Bob Weir
Michael Steele is the
new Chairman of the
Republican
National
Committee. He is a former
Lieutenant
Governor
of Maryland, a GOP
spokesman and a panelist
on major news programs.
In addition, he had the
Republican nomination for
the US Senate in Maryland
in 2006, but lost to his
Democrat opponent. In
1991, he earned a law
degree from the prestigious,
Georgetown
University
Law Center. Oh, by the
way, he is also an AfricanAmerican
conservative.
As far as some Democrats
are concerned, that makes
Steele a turncoat, a traitor,
a deserter and many other
adjectives too cruel and
racist to be mentioned here.
Why is he treated with such
calumny by the opposition
party in general and black
Dems in particular? Because
he had the temerity to think
for himself and decide
that the Republican Party

philosophy provided more
advantages for people of
all races to achieve success
without expecting, and
often demanding, a handout
from the government.
You see, some of the
more radical members of
the Democrat Party want
to project the image that
Republicans are anti-black
or anti-minority because
they
support
smaller
government, less taxes,
more self-reliance and less
pandering to special interest
groups. But, if they were
true believers in human
potential they would have
faith in people to conduct
their own lives and seek
their own success without
government interference.
When it comes to giving
people a hand up, instead
of a handout, this country is
second to none throughout
the
world.
However,
having a big heart doesn’t
only mean being charitable
to those in need; it also
means motivating people
to overcome their own
challenges so they don’t
become dependent on
the state. Nevertheless,
Democrats, in order to win
elections, have used every
imaginable divisive tactic
to pander for votes, while
keeping “their” constituents

in a state of need. I suppose,
eventually, they expect to
have at least 51 percent
of voters, directly or
indirectly, relying on them
to have a fruitful life.
Democrats have ruled out
those voters who would
rather use their God-given
talent and ambition to forge
their own path in this land
of opportunity and freemarket choices. When
they’ve achieved enough
people on the dole they will
win every election, crush
individual
achievement
and ultimately destroy
the system that has given
us a lifestyle that is only
dreamed about in most
other countries. That’s why
they must dismantle a man
like Michael Steele; he
represents the “bootstraps”
model of hard work and
independence that made
this country a superpower.
In order to neutralize
him, they’ve begun a
campaign of intimidation
and harassment. Hence,
when he was running
for lieutenant governor,
Democrats passed out
Oreo cookies at campaign
events, suggesting that he
was black on the outside
and white inside. During
one campaign event, Steele
observed a few Oreo

cookies rolling toward
him as he was speaking.
Remember, these are the
same people who boast
about their “enlightened”
views.
Tactics like these
are straight from the
diabolical mind of Saul
Alinsky, known as the
father of modern American
radicalism. Alinsky was
a Chicago community
organizer and an early
influence
on
Barack
Obama when the future
president was learning how
to move up in Windy City
politics. In his book, Rules
for Radicals, published
in 1971, a year before his
death, Alinsky wrote about
using ruthless methods
to achieve the end game.
One of those methods was
described in his rule book:
“Ridicule is man’s most
potent weapon. There is no
defense. It’s irrational. It’s
infuriating. It also works
as a key pressure point
to force the enemy into
concessions.” Alinsky saw
himself as the alternative
to Machiavelli, who, in his
famous book, The Prince,
provided ruthless examples
of how “the haves” should
hold on to power. Rules
for Radicals, teaches “the
have-nots” how to take it

away.
In the mindset of a
radical, haves are people
who became successful
by cheating the have-nots.
Therefore, the rewards of
their success must be taken
away and redistributed
equally to those who have
not been as “fortunate.” It’s
a philosophy that has been
used by radicals to evoke
hatred and bitterness toward
achievers. And, since
blacks are a major part of
the Democrat constituency,
radicals in the Party feel
they must keep them in
line by ridiculing any black
who dares to stray from
the Party “plantation.” If
you’ve been listening to the
condemnation of Bobby
Jindal, the Republican
Governor of Louisiana,
who recently gave the
GOP response to President
Obama’s speech before
Congress, you already
know that these radicals
are now trying to demonize
the East Indian-American
for having the audacity to
make up his own mind.
Alinsky must have been a
good teacher.
Bob Weir is a contributing
columnist to Yonkers
Tribune and Westchester
Times Tribune.
BobWeir777@aol.com

Ed Koch Perspective: The Bar Mitzvah

By Ed Koch
Whoever believes there
is no God has not stood in
a standby line at an airline
counter hoping to board a
flight.
Now for some background.
I went to Santa Cruz in
California last weekend to

attend a Bat Mitzvah. It is a
religious rite of passage for
a twelve or thirteen-yearold Jewish girl equivalent
to the more well-known
ceremony called the Bar
Mitzvah, which marks a
Jewish boy’s thirteenth
birthday.
The Bat and
Bar Mitzvah ceremony
is somewhat like the
Confirmation ceremony for
Christian youths. In my day
a child – a boy – delivering
his Bar Mitzvah speech
would often say, “Today
I am a man.” I haven’t

heard that declaration for at
least 60 years, nor should
we encourage adolescent
boys and girls to think of
themselves as adults. Rather
they are no longer children
and have responsibilities
and obligations greater
than their siblings of
younger age. In my day,
I don’t recall adolescent
girls being offered the
same rite of passage – the
Bat Mitzvah. I believe,
but remember that I’m not
a scholar, the ceremony
of the Bat Mitzvah came

about with the growth of
the Jewish conservative
and reform movements
of religious thought and
has not been popular with
the traditional Orthodox
movement. In the reform
and conservative wings of
Jewish tradition, women
have been permitted to
participate equally with
men in the religious service
so that today in those
two traditions, there are
women who are schooled
and officiate as rabbis and
cantors.

In my family where we
have seven grandchildren,
five girls and two boys, in
the line created by the union
of my sister Pat Thaler and
her now deceased husband
Alvin, we celebrate the Bat
and Bar Mitzvahs (the first
of the latter to be had at the
end of this year) with the
whole family – my sister’s
three sons, their wives,
children and me. This
time, the ceremony was
held in California with its
see Ed Koch Pg. 18
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Ed Koch Perspective: The Bar Mitzvah From Page 17
wonderful weather. Little
did we know that as we
sought to fly home, the
East Coast would be struck
with a snow storm that was
expected to leave 10-14
inches of snow blanketing
New York City causing
havoc at the city’s three
major airports – Kennedy
(JFK), LaGuardia and
Newark.
So as Pat and I left
Santa Cruz going to San
Francisco airport, we were
hoping for the best and
learned the worst. Our
direct flight to New York
City had been canceled. We
were on American Airlines
and when we checked in, a
young woman took charge
of us and said after clicking

away at her computer, “I
can get you to Chicago
and there you can connect
with a plane to New York.”
Oh how happy we were,
until we learned on arrival
in Chicago that our flight
to New York had been
canceled. This time, a latemiddle-aged man behind
the counter took charge and
said, “You are in Chicago
for the night. Tomorrow I
can get you on a plane to
New York in the afternoon,
and because of the weather,
I can get you a reduced
price for reservations at an
airport hotel and put you on
standby for the 6:40 a.m.
flight.
By this time, we were
numb and happy to get

to a hotel to rest. When
registering at the hotel, the
clerk told us to get down
early for the shuttle bus
to the airport because a
wedding party would fill it
up and leave us waiting for
the next shuttle. Instead of
waiting to board the 5:30
a.m. shuttle, we got up
at 4:00 a.m. and took the
4:30 a.m. shuttle. At the
airport we were notified
that the 6:40 a.m. flight to
New York was canceled
and we ran to the gate for
the 6:00 a.m. to New York,
which already had a line
of 90 standbys. We added
our names. I said to the
woman at the desk, “My
name is Ed Koch. Just for
identification purposes, I

was once mayor of New
York City.” She nodded,
not at all impressed, and
we became standbys 91
and 92.
I knew it was hopeless and
prayed that our afternoon
confirmed seats would not
be cancelled. About half
way through the calling of
names, I heard the name
Koch called and ran to the
counter, elated. The young
woman said, looking at my
papers, “Sorry, Mr. Koch,
we are calling for Steve
Koch.” My sister said to
me, “If by a miracle, there
is one ticket, you go.” I
replied, “No, I’ll never
leave you alone here,” as
though I were thinking and
talking of leaving her in

Hitler’s Germany.
A short time later, the
clerk called, “Ed Koch and
Pat Thaler,” and we were
on the plane.
Those who tell me there is
no Intelligent Designer are
talking through their hats.
As I walked to enter the
plane, I almost saw the face
of God. But hopefully, that
is at least five years off. We
arrived in New York City at
9:30 a.m. and I went to my
office and Pat to her home.
I look forward to the
upcoming Bar Mitzvah.
The Honorable Edward
Irving Koch served New
York City as its 105th
Mayor from 1978 to 1989.

New York Civic: Diogenes’ Journey Continues

By Henry J. Stern
We Look for More Good
Guys,
Ask You to Send Us the
Names of Very Able Public
Servants
Yesterday, we
published the results of
our Diogenesian effort to
generate an honor roll of
public servants. Since we
are often critical of city and
state officials for various
acts of mis-, mal- and nonfeasance, we thought it
would be uplifting to write
about men and women who
have been remembered
for doing good. BTW, the
difference between misand malfeasance is that
mal- is doing something
you are not supposed to do,
while mis- is doing your
job the wrong way and

injuring others.
On January 28, we asked
you, our readers, to send in
names for the honor roll.
Some selected one person
and others sent a list. Some
of the honorees were dead,
although most are alive.
Some were nationally or
internationally prominent
(Sir Winston Churchill),
while others were well
known in the state and
city. Some were not at all
prominent, but that does
not mean they were not
valuable and honorable
public servants.
Two controversial figures
on the list were Rudy
Giuliani and Eliot Spitzer.
Chief executives make
enemies for both doing the
right thing and doing the
wrong thing. Their being
listed, like all the others,
means that some people
think highly of them, not
that they have been selected
for the Hall of Fame or any
of its imitators or offspring.
Our role was simply to
tabulate your selection.
Complaints about who was
on the list and who was

off it may be valid, but we
wanted to avoid evaluating
leaders.
It should be noted,
however, when the above
names are paired, that Mr.
Giuliani completed the two
terms permitted by the City
Charter and is thought of as
a candidate for higher office.
The same cannot be said of
Mr. Spitzer, who served 14
months and then resigned
to avoid impeachment by
the Assembly, which would
have been followed by a
trial in the State Senate.
There were five names
which we received but did
not publish because we do
not know who they are.
If any of you can identify
any of them, please let us
know. The five are Robert
Adams, Angelo Martinelli,
Francis Mastrotta, MaryBeth Murphy and Barney
Savage. Please help. (Since
this list was written, reader
Jerry Skurnik identified
Angelo Martinelli as a
former mayor of Yonkers.
Four to go.)
The City is short on ways to
reward and to honor its best

people. There are a handful
of awards commending
public servants, including
the Sloan Foundation/Fund
for the City of New York,
uniformed service medals,
and
Art
Commission
recognition – for those who
design in accordance with
the Commission’s artistic
taste. But many city people
are ineligible or overlooked.
We believe the former
Department of Personnel
should take the initiative in
finding rewards for first rate
performers. The problem
is that whenever awards
are established, people try
to game the system and
reward their friends. But
that does not mean that
recognition should not
be extended for superior
performance.
It occurs to us that
N.Y.Civic can be one
medium in which the good
works of public servants
receive more attention than
they do in both mainstream
and alternative media,
which are, like us, more
often concerned with their
derelictions. As a follow

up to the poll, we ask you
again to send us names of
living individuals who are
or have been in government
and for whom you have
high respect.
If you have previously
nominated someone, you
can e-mail us again, adding
up to four names to your
preferences. If you have
not responded, we hope
that you decide to do so this
time. The broader the base
of responders, the more
valuable the list is likely to
be. We will, this time, apply
a very modest amount of
judgment, but the choices
will be basically yours.
If your selections ara not
widely known, you should
identify them so we can
make inquiries about them.
Alice Roosevelt
Longworth, daughter of TR
(nominated by one person)
and wife, later widow,
of Nicholas Longworth,
Speaker of the House
from 1925 to 1931, is
said to have had a pillow
case embroidered with
see New York Civic Pg. 20
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Like Klockwork: Am I a Traitor to the Cause of Geezer Welfare?

By Joe Klock, Sr
As my Dad used to say,
“When you find yourself
in a hole too deep to climb
out of, the first thing to do
is stop digging.”
Well, truth to tell, I
don’t remember him ever
saying that, but quoting
one’s father tends to lend
sagacity to an otherwise
plain-vanilla statement.
Applying that wisp of
wisdom to one of our
nation’s
most
vexing
problems would yield
two major benefits, but
might get me dishonorably
discharged
from
the
B.P.O.G.
(Benevolent
& Protective Order of
Geezers).
First, and most
immediately, it would
take a giant step toward
pumping out the cesspool
of our present Social
Insecurity System, which
is now as sound as a dollar
which is no more sound
than a sinking lifeboat.
Next, it would restore
to the piggy banks of our
children and grandchildren
some of the gazillions of
those dollars that were
embezzled on our watch.
My proposal is that Uncle
Sam stop sending Social
Security checks to people
who don’t need them in
order to get by, myself
and Firstwife being prime
examples.
Whenever I have
proffered that suggestion
in the past, it has been
booed and boo-hooed by
current recipients who
argue that the nation would
be breaking its promise to
people who were “entitled”
to that specific benefit.

Those booers and
boohooers have a measure
of logic on their side, but
they are seeking to draw
from a well that ran dry a
long time ago.
That is to say - and not
to be denied - that the fund
from which those monthly
checks should be drawn
does not exist, having been
purloined and pissed away
by our reprehensibles in
government.
There ain’t a dime of it
left in the till, and almost
every future dime will have
to be borrowed against
future revenue, then paid
back by our beloved begats,
those they beget and the
later-begotten.
We have, in effect,
bequeathed to them the
massive debts that were
piled up while we (and some
of them) slept at the switch
of fiscal responsibility.
A bit of history here:
The Social Security Act of
1935 had as its foundation
an “Old Age Reserve
Account,” into which
workers paid, and out of
which benefits were to be
disbursed as needed - all in
accordance with accepted
actuarial probabilities.
The early success of that
plan contributed to its later
undoing.
As the years rolled by,
reserves
accumulated
in the account, a fat pot
of political gold which
did not go unnoticed
by the aforementioned
reprehensibles.
Had they allowed that
kitty to grow into a stable,
self-sustaining endowment,
it would have secured future
generations ad infinitum.
Instead, to their everlasting
discredit, they extended
the list of beneficiaries
beyond the fund’s ability to
replenish itself.
They also treated those
reserves like a rich relative
from whom they could
borrow at will to make

current operational ends
meet, turning what had
been the promise of support
for our elderly into a thinlydisguised Ponzi scheme.
Anyway, to make a long
story longer, over time that
reserve account has become
a pile of IOUs, rather than a
solvent fund to cover future
claims.
What was intended to be
an insurance plan became
functionally
insolvent,
with the result that present
benefits are being paid
with obligations that will
have to be met by future
generations.
It is, in fact, unfunded
welfare, and should be paid
only to those who need it to
survive.
Makes sense, doesn’t
it - unless and until it

is suggested to current
beneficiaries and geezersto-come.
“Hey,” they say, “we
paid into that sucker and,
by golly, we’re gonna get
what’s coming to us.”
Well, friends, what was
“coming” to us flew away on
the wings of governmental
mismanagement, under our
not-very-watchful eyes.
The time has passed for
us to stop the bullscat and
bite the bullet of reality.
People unable to make
ends meet, by reason of
old age and/or disability,
should be helped by those
who can be self-supporting
- and only the former
should be receiving Social
Security checks.
There’s no free lunch, no
tooth fairy and NO money in

the Social Insecurity Fund.
It is gone like the wind of
pre-election rhetoric.
Throw me out of the
B.P.O.G. (see above) if you
must, but fair was still fair
the last time I checked, and
what’s being done now is
anything but.
Freelance wordworker
Joe Klock, Sr. (joeklock@
aol.com) winters in Key
Largo and Coral Gables,
Florida and summers in
New Hampshire. More of
his “Klockwork” can be
found at www.joeklock.
com.
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New York Civic: Diogenes’ Journey Continues From Page 17
these words: “If you have
anything bad to say about
anyone, come over here
and sit next to me.” What
we are saying is that if you
anything good to say about
someone who serves the

city, we would like to know
about it.
In pursuance of that
positive initiative, we call
to your attention this item
from today’s Daily News
blog.which appeared in

Elizabeth
Benjamin’s
“The Daily Politics.” It
is about a spontaneous act
of derring-do by Deputy
Mayor Edward Skyler, who
began his public service in
1995 at Parks & Recreation

after graduating from the
University of Pennsylvania.
It is well worth reading, and
we strongly recommend
that you link to it.

Henry J. Stern writes as
StarQuest. Direct email to
him at StarQuest@nycivic.
org. Peruse Mr. Stern’s
writing at New York Civic.

Taking Government Out of the “Marriage” Business
(Another) Reconciliation on Gay Marriage

By Sam Singer
For hurling same-sex
marriage back into the Op/
Ed cycle, we owe thanks
to gay marriage supporter
Jonathan Rausch and
gay marriage opponent
David Blankenhorn, the
joint authors of a widely
circulated
New
York
Times piece which seemed
to steer the naturally
polarized dialogue toward
more civil waters. In it,
they claim to have reached
a “reconciliation” on samesex marriage, an agreement
they believe will pacify the
culture war until it reaches
“a healthier, calmer track”
at an undetermined point in
the future.
Here, in relevant part,
is what they came up
with: “Congress would
bestow the status of federal
civil unions on same-sex
marriages and civil unions
granted at the state level,
thereby conferring upon
them most or all of the
federal benefits and rights
of marriage. But there
would be a condition:
Washington
would
recognize only those unions
licensed in states with
robust religious-conscience
exceptions, which provide
that religious organizations
need
not
recognize
same-sex unions against
their will. The federal
government would also
enact religious-conscience
protections of its own. All
of these changes would be

enacted in the same bill.”
There are a number of
questionable assumptions
at work here, none more so
than the idea that the fate
of a reconciliation might
somehow turn on added
layers of protection for
religious conscience. Such
protections,
remember,
would come on top of
those already supplied
by the First Amendment,
which has a thing or two to
say about states meddling
in the affairs of religious
organizations.
Indeed,
under no reasonable reading
of the First Amendment
could a state require a
church to recognize a samesex marriage. Rausch and
Blankenhorn admit this
much, but their concern is
with the less contentious,
more everyday interactions
between law and religion:
“What if,” they surmise, “a
church auxiliary or charity
is told it must grant spousal
benefits to a secretary
who marries her same-sex
partner or else face legal
penalties for discrimination
based on sexual orientation
or marital status?” I can’t
speak for both sides of
the conversation, but this
hardly seems like a deal
breaker. What Rausch
and Blankenhorn have
done here is to un-stick
a sticking point which
until now existed only
in their imagination. It’s
argumentative slight of
hand, and if the articles’
reception among liberal
bloggers is any indication,

it didn’t’ work.
But if it’s a grand bargain
we’re after, consider an
alternative federal law
prohibiting states from
attaching legal significance
to an individual’s marital
status. The law would
define “marital status”
narrowly to include an
individual’s relationship
with a significant other as
recognized by a religious
organization.
Likewise,
the law would define
“marriage” as the spiritual
union of two individuals.
Under this regime, legal
benefits or obligations
which traditionally flow
from marital status would
do so no longer. Instead,
states could recognize and
regulate healthy, stable
interpersonal relationships
by way of civil union,
provided they do so equally
and on a secular basis. Left
for churches and other
religious organizations are
the religious and moral
dimensions of “marriage.”
Religious
organizations
will
have
autonomy
over those aspects of
matrimony in which they
claim historical or divine
province. That is, churches
would be left to govern the
sacred principles associated
with the institution, and to
ordain whichever marriages
they see fit without fear of
legal repercussion.
By unpacking “marriage,”
by separating the religious
and moral elements from
the civil, this reconciliation
offers three benefits over

competing proposals. First,
it anticipates gay marriage
opponents’ most prominent
argument, which is that
state recognition of samesex marriage deprives the
sacred ritual of much of
its meaning. This might
be true of a law requiring
states to bring samesex couples under the
umbrella of traditional
marriage, grounded as it is
in spirituality and religious
ritual. But the same can’t
be said of a law which
strips states of the authority
to define marriage, which
confines them to a strictly
civil role while preserving
for
religious
groups
conceptual control of the
institution. Here, opponents
will argue that to secularize
the state’s treatment of
marriage is to undermine
our traditional conception
of the institution. This
argument gets weaker the
further it is pressed. That is,
the deeper the institution’s
roots in religion, the shakier
the state’s constitutional
grounds for backing it.
If a secular approach
to marriage seems a
contradiction in terms,
perhaps that is all the more
reason to stand behind it.
The state’s secular interests
in promoting healthy and
stable families should be
of no consequence to a
religious organization. To
the extent opponents relied
on such recognition to add
legitimacy for their own
definitions of marriage,
they did so misguidedly.

Second, by stripping
everyone of state and
federal marital status, this
proposal escapes equal
protection challenge. This is
no small matter. Whatever
its form, a legislative
compromise must be built
to withstand scrutiny in
the courts. Like similar
proposals of their kind,
Rausch and Blankenhorn’s
solution would provide
same-sex couples the rights
of marriage without the
official designation. Such
a compromise may seem
reasonable, but for many
in the gay community, it is
all too redolent of “separate
but equal.”
Finally, as Rausch and
Blankenhorn point out,
both sides of the dispute
would get along better “if
religious groups can be
confident that they will
not be forced to support or
facilitate gay marriage.” If
the goal is to inspire such
confidence, demarcating the
state’s interest in regulating
marriage from those of
religious
organizations
would accomplish just
that.
Sam Singer is a third
year law student at
Emory University. He has
previously been published
with the Chicago Tribune,
Market News International
and the Michigan Daily,
where he served as the
Editorial Page Editor.
He can be reached at
SingerOpEd@gmail.com.
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MS Awareness Week
White Plains, NY -Members and supporters
of the Southern New York
Chapter of the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society
gather at Renaissance
Square, White Plains to
call attention for the need
to helping people affected
with MS and to raise funds
to continue the efforts to
eradicate the disease as part
of MS Awareness Week.
Shown from foreground to
rear are Christina Szeliga
and
Carolyn
Frankel
of
Yonkers,
Michele
Hennessy of Carmel, and

Debby Bennett of Briarcliff
Manor. There will be a Walk
for MS at Rye Playland,

April 19, 2009. For more
information, visit www.
nmss.com.

Yonkers Allstate Agent
Named Agent Hero
Yonkers, NY -- Allstate
agent Jaime Nunes, whose
office is located at 412 South
Broadway in Yonkers, was
recently named an Agent
Hero by Allstate Insurance
Company’s New York
Region for awarding a
$1000 grant to Boy Scouts
Troop 40, based in Mount
Vernon.
“As an Allstate agent, I
believe it is my responsibility
to demonstrate the Good
Hands Promise in the
Westchester
community

every single day,” says
Nunes. “It is an honor to
be able to donate this grant
to the Troop and hopefully
touch the lives of the youth
who are involved.”
The Allstate Corporation
(NYSE: ALL) is the
nation’s largest publicly
held personal lines insurer.
Learn more at
allstate.com.

Bronze Age Discovery Mirrors Modern Era From Page 1
Museum of Art offers
a revelation as to why
the discovery of bronze
alchemy helped to unite
and elevate the disparate
mud-walled kingdoms of
that time, literally forging
civilization as we know it
today.
The exhibit centers
around a shipwreck found
in the Mediterranean Sea
off Uluburun on the coast
of Anatolia, or what is now
Turkey. Among the artifacts
recovered from the ship, a
trading vessel dating from
the late 13th century B.C.,
were two consignments of
metal—10 tons of copper
and one ton of tin.
According to one reviewer,
the
exhibit
illustrates
“how the Bronze Age
could only have existed
through the combining of
two raw materials found
in geographic locations
far
apart—tin
from
Afghanistan and copper
from Turkey.”
Considering the nearprehistoric
state
of
civilization in that era,
it’s clear that bronze
represented the material
that not only was a critical
foundation
of
human
progress, but also the
magnetic force that drew

together people and cultures
from as far apart as Asia
Minor and Eastern Europe.
Few discoveries can claim
historical importance of
such magnitude.
“The quest for copper
and tin to make bronze is
what fueled the burst of
creativity in the Bronze
Age,” explains Joan
Aruz, the exhibit curator.
And the resulting trade
during that time formed
“the backbone of the
interaction that took
place in the second
millennium.”
Fast-forward a
few millennia to the
21st century, and the
influence of the Bronze
Age
continues
to
resonate in the modern
world. In many ways,
it is as important today
as it was at the dawn of
civilization.
“It’s easy to overlook the
incredible contribution that
bronze has made to our
world,” says metallurgist
James Michel, a technical
services manager with
the Copper Development
Association (CDA).
“When most people
think of bronze, they think
only about sculptures and
statues. But the discovery

of bronze—combining two
different metals to create
an alloy with entirely new
properties—set the stage
for human development

well beyond what was
achievable using materials
in their original state.”
While copper, the first
metal used by mankind,
was used extensively for
more than a thousand
years before bronze came
about, bronze was prized
for its superior durability
and hardness, as well as its
beauty. Early adopters put
bronze to work as tools,
weapons, ornamentation

and sculpture. Numerous
examples
of
bronze
metalwork were found
in the burial chambers of
King Tutankhamun, the
now-famous Egyptian
boy king. They included
sculptures of animals,
swords, candleholders
and a trumpet—one
of the earliest known
examples of metal
musical instruments.
Today, bronze alloys
are indispensable in
applications
ranging
from deep-sea drilling to
aerospace exploration.
The massive screws,
or propellers, on large
ocean-going
ships
typically are bronze,
as are the bearings
that separate highspeed moving parts in
transportation vehicles,
pumps
and
industrial
machinery. And bronze
brazing material helps
to make stronger welds.
Architectural facades and
statues resist corrosion
and maintain their natural
beauty over centuries of
exposure to the elements,
while bronze tools, which
don’t spark when they
strike hard or metal objects,
are specially designed
for potentially explosive

environments such as
mines and space capsules.
According to CDA’s
Michel,
unlike
many
all-purpose metals and
alloys, bronzes are highly
valued because they can
be engineered for specific
purposes.
Metallurgists have
tinkered with the original
copper-tin formula over the
centuries, creating an entire
“family” of bronzes that
contain small but critical
amounts of aluminum,
nickel, silver, manganese,
phosphor, silicon and other
elements that result in
alloys with widely differing
properties.
Depending
upon
their
makeup,
bronzes also vary widely
in color, from brassy gold
to a deep brown-black, and
are favored by artists and
architects for decorative
applications.
As valuable as bronze
was to ancient civilizations,
today it and other copperbased alloys like brass and
copper-nickel are being
recognized anew as being
beneficial to mankind in
an altogether different
way. Scientific testing has
recently confirmed that
see Bronze Age Pg. 22
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Bronze Age Discovery
Mirrors Modern Era From Page 1
copper and certain copper
alloys
are
inherently
antimicrobial . In other
words, certain bacteria*,
die within two hours when
they come in contact copper
alloys.
The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA)
has registered 275 copper
alloys as antimicrobial
materials. The registration
was granted based on
independent
laboratory
tests demonstrating that,
when cleaned regularly,
uncoated copper, brass
and bronze are extremely
effective
in
killing
disease-causing bacteria*,
including
Methicillinresistant Staphylococcus
aureus (MRSA), one of
the most virulent strains of
antibiotic-resistant bacteria
and a common cause of
hospital- and communityacquired infections. These
alloys supplement the
standard cleaning practices
in healthcare and other
environments; they don’t
replace those practices. In
essence, they are another
tool in the battle against
bacteria that can cause
healthcare-associated
infections.
Clinical trials funded
by the U.S. Department
of Defense are now being
conducted at three U.S.
hospitals to evaluate the
bacteria-killing potential
of copper alloy surfaces. If
the results prove as positive
as proponents anticipate,
materials such as bronze
and brass may one day
replace many of the plastic
and stainless steel surfaces
in homes, public buildings
and facilities where diseasecausing bacteria collect.
In many ways, this latest
revelation brings bronze
full circle in historical
and social terms. Many
ancient
cultures
used

copper and copper alloys as
curatives for infection and
other ailments. Even the
excavators of the Uluburun
shipwreck noted that the
slowly corroding copper
in the ship’s hold created
an environment that “kept
away predatory marine
organisms … preserving
the hull timbers” and other
artifacts found on the
seabed after thousands of
years.
Now, the same metal
that rocked the cradle of
civilization, that enabled
the kingdoms of Babylonia,
Egypt and Troy, is being
viewed as a formidable
ally in modern mankind’s
ongoing battle against a
biological scourge that
until today has defied an
easy remedy.
Perhaps those early seatraders, whose artifacts
provide a window into a
bygone era, knew far more
than we understand.
*Testing
demonstrates
effective
antibacterial
activity
against
Staphylococcus
aureus,
Enterobacter
aerogenes,
Methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus
aureus
(MRSA),
Escherichia
coli
O157:H7,
and
Pseudomonas aerginosa.
The Metropolitan Museum
of Art is located at 1000
Fifth Avenue at 82nd
Street, New York, New
York 10028-0198.
Information:
212-5357710; TTY: 212-570-3828.
Please note that you may
enter the Museum at Fifth
Avenue and 81st street or
at Fifth Avenue and 82nd
Street.
SOURCE:
Copper
Development Association
(CDA).

ADHD in Adults
I’m one of the estimated
10 million adults in the
US who have ADHD.*

– Howie Mandel

The symptoms of ADHD make
it difficult to pay attention and
focus, be organized, complete
tasks, and maintain relationships.
Talk to your doctor and visit
AdultADHDisReal.com to
learn more.
*Figure calculated based on 4.4% estimated prevalence of ADHD in
US adults aged 18-44 extrapolated to the full US adult population.

www.AdultADHDisReal.com
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